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QUESTION 1

What detremines whatherthe planned independent requirements in MRP are consumed by other requrements? 

A. Consumption sequence procedure 

B. Requirements profile 

C. Order type 

D. Requirements type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which chart types does the tabular planning table provide in SAP S/4HANA? (Choose 2) 

A. Order (pool) chart 

B. Work center capacities chart 

C. Capacity requirements chart 

D. Order (dispatched) chart 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working with planning strategy 40 (Planning-with-final assembly). 

When does consuption of planned independent requirements take places? 

A. When you deliver a sales order 

B. When the MRP result are saved 

C. When you create a sales order 

D. When you create a planned order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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What does the material type influence? (Choose 2) 

A. Which plant specific status is allowed 

B. Which material master views can be maintained 

C. Which document types are allowed 

D. Whether the material is produced in-house, procured externally or bouth 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have maintained the parameters for simple discontinuation in the material master of a component. 

Which business process will be affected if the available stock is zero and the discontinuation date is in the past? 

A. Production order release 

B. Material requirements planning 

C. Backflushing 

D. Kanban 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

For which categories can you define BOMs in SAP S/4HANA? (Choose 2) 

A. Work Center 

B. Sales order 

C. Class 

D. Document Structure 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following are possible configuration steps when setting up the alert monitor in Advance Planning? (Choose
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2) 

A. Create object selection variant for transportation lane-related alerts. 

B. Create object selection variant for product-related alerts. 

C. Assign the overall profile to the authorization profile. 

D. Assign the alert profile to the overall profile. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The MRP run detected a shortage of a materila that you sorce from an external supplier in full pallets. How can you
make sure you will only recive full pallets? 

A. Use the fixed lot procedure. 

B. Use the MRP type for vendor managed inventory. 

C. Use the minimum order quantity 

D. Use the reorder point 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What type of time element can be reduced by strategy settings while dispatching? (Choose 2) 

A. Transportation time 

B. Wait time 

C. Queue time 

D. Setup time 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company produces a finished good based on a forecast and expects it to being stock when customers order it. If
customers order more than the forecasted quantity, the production quantity should be increased to try to meet the extra
demand. 
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Which planning strategy do you use? 

A. Planning with final assembly (40) 

B. Make-to-order production (20) 

C. Make-to-stock production (10) 

D. Planning without final assembly (50) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to schedule an operation finitely, without moving other operations. Which scheduing strategy do you select? 

A. Schedule in working time only 

B. Squeeze in 

C. Insert operation 

D. Find slot 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which item statuses can you select inside a material BOM? (Choose 2) 

A. Service 

B. Sales 

C. Quality management 

D. Engineering 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Your client is asking for your advice on material master numbering in SAP S/4HANA. What do you need to consider?
(Choose 2) 

A. The maximum mater all number length is 40 for external numbers and 18 for internal numbers 
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B. The number of leading zeros for internal numbers is client-specific. 

C. In Customizing you can decide by material type whether to use the long material number. 

D. The display template for material numbers applies to all clients. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 14

What is a work center hierarchy in planning in SAP S/4HANA? 

A. A group of alternative work centers providing a cumulative available capacity for production. 

B. A group of alternative work centers for production, structured in hierarchy levels by priorities 

C. A group of work centers in a production line being used in sequence for production 

D. A group of work centers in a parallel sequence that is used to split production quantities and work on them in parallel 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

How would you define pegging in the context of Advanced Planning? 

A. An evaluation that is ordered according to the network structure of all related products and represents the coverage
of issue elements 

B. An evaluation that is ordered according to the bill-of-material structure of all related products and represents the
relationship between the receipt and the issue elements 

C. An evaluation to verify if there are overstock situations in the balance between receipt and issue elements after the
production planning run 

D. An evaluation to verify if there are material or capacity shortages in the network after the production planning run. 

Correct Answer: B 
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